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The Israel Export & International
Cooperation Institute
The Israel Export & International Cooperation Institute (IEICI),
supported by member firms, private sector bodies and the
government of Israel, advances business relationships
between Israeli exporters and overseas businesses and
organizations.
By providing a wide range of export-oriented services
to Israeli companies, and complementary services to the
international business community, IEICI helps build successful
joint ventures, strategic alliances and trade partnerships.
Mrs. Lee Aviram Shoshany
Manager, Digital Media
The Israel Export & International
Cooperation Institute
29 Hamered St.
Tel Aviv 68125, Israel
Tel +972 3 514 2825
leea@export.gov.il
www.export.gov.il

Israel has more than 500 consumer electronics and digital
media companies whose offerings span the range of
innovative solutions. They are active in the mobile device,
smart home and smart TV, video and gaming, automotive,
wearables, Internet of things and many other arenas. IEICI
is committed to advancing the Israeli consumer electronics
and digital media industries by bringing together Israeli
companies and leading consumer electronics companies
from around the world.
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Foreign Trade Administration
Israel's Foreign Trade Administration at the Ministry of
Economy, is responsible for managing and directing the
international trade policy of the State of Israel. The Foreign
Trade Administration operates over 40 economic missions
in countries all over the world, each with a team dedicated
to fostering trade and investment between local companies
and Israeli companies.

Israel Economic Mission to the
West Coast: San Francisco
Michael Harroch
Director of Trade and Business
Development
Tel + 415 986 2701
Fax + 415 986 2709
Michael.Harroch@israeltrade.gov.il
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HumanEyes Technologies LTD
www.humaneyes.com

Solution at a glance
HumanEyes VR Camera, a Stereo Panorama video camera, which can record 3D movies of 360 degrees
by means of several video cameras, whose output is combined into one 3D 360 video.
The system comprises a small, portable video recorder with independent power source for recording
simultaneous, synchronized video streams from multiple, integral camera sensors disposed at fixed,
regular angular intervals about a vertical axis. The video data are to be recorded on a small, removable
memory device, from which the data is to be subsequently transferred to a personal computer, on
which the data is processed in order to generate an omnidirectional 3-dimensional video file. The
generated file is intended for viewing by means of an available helmet with integral full HD screen
that senses the viewer's movements and adjusts the viewed area accordingly, thereby recreating the
experience of a person viewing the original scene.

The product is innovative and has impact on market because
Currently there are no commercially available solutions for such a product. Based on our patented
Stereo Panorama technology we produce a superior 3D 360 video content which solves major
existing challenges, in the most cost effective way.

Our offering
A unique VR Camera System consisting of a number of regular cameras, and a software system that
processes the output from all the cameras into one 3D 360 degrees (panoramic) video. This video
can be viewed through HMD such as Oculus Rift or on 3D TVs.
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Idomoo
www.Idomoo.com

Solution at a glance
Idomoo delivers the promise of 1:1 marketing through real time content, mass customisation
and innovative technology that allows flexibale delivery models. Idomoo’s portfolio spans across
personalized videos for corporates, outstanding social media video campaigns, open technology for
agencies, and revolutionary concept of Re-Marketing through dynamic video ads. Delivering solutions
for effective marketing and advertising Idomoo’s campaigns generate engagement and conversion
rates that are 3-4X higher than the industry standard. Idomoo serves hundreds of customers, many of
them are Fortune 500 companies that won marketing innovation awards for their idomoo campaigns.

The product is innovative and has impact on market because
1 picture worth 1,000 words and a video worth 10,000 millions. Marketing and customer success
teams realize that they must modernize their customer communication, marketing and advertising
campaigns in order to stand up with their presence, message and results. Idomoo delivers that
by turning functional ordinary content into an appealing personalized video that builds loyalty,
satisfaction and boosts conversion. It is the most effective customer communication form to build
1:1 emotional relationships and impact your customers.

Our offering
Instated of complex CRM systems and large budgets, Idomoo offers 4 different solutions for creation
of dynamic videos for all. It does not matter if you are a small business or major brand manager.
Idomoo offer you to create your own compelling video, and enjoy all the benefits of marketing via
mail plus all the benefits of personalized marketing.
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KIDOZ Ltd.
www.kidoz.net

Solution at a glance
KIDOZ is an entertainment & discovery platform for kids on mobile devices, allowing children ages
0-12 to enjoy a safe and fun mobile experience by delivering top-notch, age-appropriate content and
restricting unauthorized usage and unsafe content. With thousands of pre-approved videos, apps
and games KIDOZ provide the perfect mobile experience kids love and parents trust.

The product is innovative and has impact on market because
KIDOZ is the first solution that understands the needs of all players in the market – children, parents,
OEMs, Carriers, publishers and app developers – and brings a holistic solution that benefits all of them.
Our safe content discovery solution, the first of its kind, allows children to find the things they love
and a provides publishers with a precisely-targeted distribution channel.

Our offering
We offer Kids brands, carriers and tablet makers the opportunity to quickly and easily make their own
child and family friendly tablet, to complement their product line or bring their content into mobile in
the most effective way. For app developers and publishers we offer the opportunity to gain distribution
and monetization through the proven success of the KIDOZ platform

Company References & Strategic Partners
Polaroid, US Cellular, Sprout.
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Lexifone
www.lexifone.com

Solution at a glance
World’s only privately-held automated technology for in-call interpretation. Lexifone translates
outgoing and incoming calls on any landline or mobile phone in 16 languages. Both sides simply speak
their language and Lexifone will translate both sides in real time. Commercial on Lexifone’s website,
on Google Play and on SFR business store.

The product is innovative and has impact on market because
For the first time, a business in the US can make or receive calls and converse with people in Mexico,
Brazil or Russia that do not speak English.
• Only automatic in-call interpreter in the world • Patent protected • Ability to call to over 100 countries
in 16 languages • Works on any mobile or landline phone • No internet required • No installation • Ability
to call non Lexifone users • Limitless capacity, available 24/7 • 20 times cheaper than human interpreter

Our offering
Lexifone’s in-call interpretation service works with any telephone, landline or mobile, and does not
require internet access nor software to install. Our unique linguistic customization helps improve
accuracy for each customer.
• “Lexifone CallOut” product aims to allow any business to call out to other countries, for example an
American business to call out to a Mexican customer.
• “Lexifone CallMe” allows any business to receive calls from their customers for example a
US business can publish a number in Mexico and receive calls through Lexifone. Linguistic
customization is available to enhance accuracy for the specific lingo of a specific business.
• “Lexifone Talk” enables voice translation for meetings in person
• “Lexifone’s Android Dialer app”- allows for direct calling from your contact list. More products are
in the pipeline.
• 3rd parties can easily integrate into our SIP/RTP backbone and APIs.
More solutions are in the pipeline including.

Company References & Strategic Partners
SFR in France, 2nd largest telecom is currently offering Lexifone to French SMBs. They can now receive
calls from their customers in Spain Italy or the UK through Lexifone’s automatic interpretation system.
Voxbone
Braodsoft
Parallel
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MUV Interactive
www.muvinteractive.com

Solution at a glance
MUV develops innovative wearable sensing technology that revolutionizes the way people can interact
with digital visual content in 3D space.

The product is innovative and has impact on market because
it offers the most complete spectrum of interaction methods – with unprecedented precision
and virtually zero latency. The bird product is the ultimate tool for a presenter to own the room,
communicate with both the audience and the projected content.

Our offering
MUV unique wearable ring-like device, called bird, enables simple and intuitive physical interaction
with digital media, in both 2D and 3D spaces, with unprecedented precision. Bird transforms any
meeting room or classroom into an interactive space. In the near future it will allow interaction with
virtual objects in Augmented and Virtual Reality environments.
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Sensibo
www.sensibo.com

Solution at a glance
Sensibo makes any air conditioner smart. The customer can control the A/C using an app from
anywhere. Sensibo learns and adapts to the customer lifestyle, adjusts the A/C settings automatically
and saves energy in the process.

The product is innovative and has impact on market because
Air conditioners today are controlled with a remote control that hadn't change for decades. The UI of
the remote is difficult to use (other than the most basic settings). There is no feedback from the air
conditioner, so the user can't know whether cooling is effective and how much it costs.

Our offering
Sensibo solves all of these by connecting your existing air conditioner to the internet, thus letting you
control it with an intutive app. The service learns your behavior and starts turning on your A/C before
you arrive home, and shuts down automatically after you leave.
Sensibo's energy saving algorithms can save up to 60% in the A/C's power consumption, and on
average save 40%, thus lowering the electricity bill significantly.

Company References & Strategic Partners
References: Tado (http://tado.com), Quirky Aros smart A/C (https://www.quirky.com/shop/752)
Strategic partners: Manufacturers (Flextronics, Jabil, PCH, etc.), Air conditioners manufacturers
(Samsung, LG, Haier, Carrier, etc.), Home automation companies (iControl, SmartThings, etc.).
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Silentium LTD
www.silentium.com

Solution at a glance
The Quiet Bubble™ is a spatial Active Noise Reduction solution introducing a personal quiet zone
around the user head.
The technology allows significant noise reduction in a specific area around a person’s head, such that
ambient noise can be reduced without the use of headphones and unwanted sound such as known
audio signal (music and video sound) can be reduce and creating an individual audio zone.
The system can be integrated within the headrest on a pillow to allow a quieter interior environment.
The core of the Quiet Bubble ™ is Silentium S-Cube ™ controller, which can be used as standalone
electronics or integrated into infotainment hardware, i.e. audio amplifier.

The product is innovative and has impact on market because
audio Is one of the key factor for user expérience
The ability to watch TV in bed, car or airplain without a headset with a minimum disruption to those
around you and the ability to communicate with them, is what makes the technology so attractive
Silentium is the first company to intreduce a working Zone To Zone Patented DISTRUCTIVE spatial and
broadband active noise reduction solution including individul audio Zone – This solution will enable
the user to enjoy the benefits of having headphones but without headphones
Noise is one of the main factors causing the pressure of everyday life, of course, leads to other health
problems
Noise awareness has greatly increased in recent years, and people are looking for solutions to achieve
peace.

Our offering
Chip-based noise reduction technology for manufacturers of appliances HVAC, Automotive, IT systems
including A personal “quiet bubble” technology for protecting individuals from surrounding noise.
Silentium offers development tools and workshops to OEM's.

Company References & Strategic Partners
Silentium established liaison with: Intel, HP, Venmar, Behr, VW,LGE, CVG, GE Energy, RECARO, BEA, Haier,
Hyundai, Siemens Cisco and more.
Silentium Quiet Bubble : Best of CES 2013
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StoreDot
www.Store-dot.com

Solution at a glance
StoreDot develops two products made with new bio-organic materials:
• FlashBatteryTM – A Smartphone battery that charges in 30 sec
• Flexible Display – The World’s first BioLEDTM display – Cadmium Free

The product is innovative and has impact on market because
Our fast charging battery will change smartphone user’s way of life by providing them the option to
fully charge their battery in less than one minute thus enabling to free them from any worries of not
having enough battery life.
Our flexible display, using StoreDot technology is eco-friendly, has rich color vividness, efficient power
consumption, and is more cost effective.

Our offering
FlashBatteryTM - StoreDot’s FlashBattery is a new generation battery based on a proprietary
multifunctional electrode that charges fast like a Supercapacitor and discharge slow like a battery.
This disruptive and patented, groundbreaking technology enables the unique combination of ultrafast
charging of a smartphone in 30 seconds and extended battery lifetime.
Flexible Display - Environmentally-friendly and efficient power consumption of displays using nonpolluting materials; in contrast to technologies which use toxic and polluting substances, such as
cadmium selenide.

Company References & Strategic Partners
Samsung – Strategic Investor
In conversations with all major Smartphone manufacturers
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Umoove
www.umoove.me

Solution at a glance
Mobile face & eye tracking software that can be easily integrated in various software and hardware
products.
Umoove is focused on utilizing its technology to bring consumer facing healthcare apps that can
monitor and improve brain activity.

The product is innovative and has impact on market because
By using a software approach It makes face & eye tracking cheap and accessible to everyday use
cases – impacting many fields but top of all the mHealth space allowing eye based neurologic
diagnosis with no extra hardware.

Our offering
• A consumer facing app for tracking and improving attention and focus
• Face and Eye tracking SDKs
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VocalZoom Systems Ltd
www.vocalzoom.com

Solution at a glance
SEEON™, a miniature Optical Microphone Module that enables reliable Speech Recognition and Clear
Communications in any noisy environment.

The product is innovative and has impact on market because
The only technology based on a reliable reference signal that is unaffected by any background noise,
and which provides disruptive Noise Reduction levels with minimal signal distortion.

Our offering
SEEON (Speech Enhancement Microphone) miniature modules, for applications such as Automotive,
Mobile communications, PC and Mobile computing, Wearables, Headsets and Personal/Commercial
conferencing.

Company References & Strategic Partners
•
•
•
•

The 3M Corporation (Investor and Strategic Partner)
Top 10 automotive OEM (undisclosed)
Leading Japanese vendor (undisclosed)
Top-10 mobile communications OEM (undisclosed)
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WonderVoice Technologies Ltd
www.wondervoiceapp.com

Solution at a glance
WonderVoice is an always-on personal voice assistant that connect people to their social networks
and apps in an eyes-free environment. WonderVoice offers a mobile app for consumers and B2B
solution for mobile and wearable devices.

The product is innovative and has impact on market because
WonderVoice enabling technology is now proven and demonstrates outstanding benchmarks results
comparing to other leading voice assistants & speech engines. By doing so, its solution is the only to
enable consumers with true hands and eyes free interface for safer interaction with social networks
(e.g. Facebook, Twitter, etc) and Apps (parking, music, etc.). All done without lifting a finger.

Our offering
• WonderKit SDK for enhancing any consumer solution with a voice assistant functionality without

any previous speech knowledge as prerequisite.
• Whitelabel solution for consumer OEMs who wish to include voice assistant as a differentiator in

their wearable device.

Company References & Strategic Partners
Features as a presenter at SXSW 2014, Mobile Monday, Speech Confrence and more.
Strategic partners: Biggest speech technology company(TBA), Glympse (app), ParkMe(app).
App reached the top 10 in the US & CA AppStores (productivity).
Features by TechCrunch, TheNextWeb, LifeHacker, etc.
SparkOfGenius startup competition finalist - Dublin Web Summit.
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It's the little things that matter.

ZUtA Labs
www.ZUtALabs.com

Solution at a glance
Mini-Robotic-Printer. We've created a little printer that is a robot with wheels. Instead of having the
paper feed through the printer in order to print, the small robot runs on the paper and prints while
doing so.

The product is innovative and has impact on market because
It's the first every truly mobile printer. It's the smallest printer in the world that can print on any size of
paper, anywhere you are.

Our offering
The office space has become mobile. People do their work everywhere. But this one office tool- the
printer- has seem to miss the mobile revolution and is stuck in the office\at home. We’ve created a
mini-robotic-printer to express yourself and print all your digital work.

Company References & Strategic Partners
•

The Mini Mobile Robotic Printer

•

25 Hot Israeli Tech Startups

•

The Finalists Of The 2014 Innovation By Design Awards: Students
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